Visual Report
2018-2019

The Roll-Out Phase of the U-LEAD with Europe’s
Support to Improved Administrative Service Delivery

Dear reader,
You are looking at the second edition of our visual report. It will brief you about the results of the hard work carried out between March 2018 and March 2019 by
our colleagues and friends from the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR/SKL International), the Estonian E-Governance Academy (eGA)
and NIRAS Sweden AB, whom the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida), has contracted to conduct U-LEAD with Europe´s Support to
Improved Administrative Service Delivery.
Our support aims at modernizing the public administration in Ukraine, enabling it to deliver high-quality administrative services to the citizens and the businesses
in a more convenient and less time-consuming manner. Our support complies with the ongoing Decentralisation Reform in Ukraine, the ultimate objective of which
is to radically improve the living standarts of Ukrainian citizens.
Since the launch of U-LEAD with Europe, we have in close cooperation with the Ministry of Regional Development, Construction, Housing and Municipal Services
(MinRegion), the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade of Ukraine (MEDT) and other stakeholders developed and tested models for establishment of
Administrative Service Centers (ASCs). As a result, we opened 26 pilot ASCs across Ukraine, and during 2019 and 2020 we envisage opening of hundreds more
ASCs, to which millions of local community citizens will turn to apply for and obtain administrative services that they are entitled to.
In addition, the EGOV4UKRAINE project, financed by the EU, Sida and Estonian development cooperation programme, will modernize and make the work of public
administration in Ukraine more efficient. In 2018, we handed over to the State Agency for E-Governance of Ukraine (SAEGU) the unified data and information exchange
platform Trembita and modern information system Vulyk, both ICT solutions promote modern e-governance for different purposes. The results of EGOV4UKRAINE
will simply speed up the delivery of Government-to-Government, Government-to-Business and Government-to-Citizen administrative services in a safe and secure
manner that takes into account the protection of personal data and information.
Enjoy this visual report and learn more about our work.

U-LEAD with Europe's Support to
Improved Administrative Service Delivery
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Part of the team of the U-LEAD with Europe's Support to Improved Administrative Service Delivery at the “Start of new partnership” Conference, 5 March 2019

U-LEAD with Europe, Ukraine – Local Empowerment, Accountability and Development Programme,
is a multi-donor action of the European Union and its Member States Denmark, Estonia, Germany,
Poland and Sweden.
U-LEAD with Europe has two main objectives:
Enhancement of the capacities of key stakeholders at the national, regional and local levels to
implement the regional policy and decentralisation reforms.
Empowerment of amalgamated communities to deliver high quality administrative services to their
residents. This report covers the achieved results for the second objective.

More info at
TSNAP.ULEAD.ORG.UA
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INCEPTION PHASE
2016-2018
One of the aims of the U-LEAD with Europe Programme is to
establish or modernise up to 600 fully operational Administrative
Services Centres in amalgamated hromadas (AHs) and small
cities in Ukraine.
No-one – neither national authorities nor international organisations – has ever before implemented such a large-scale
project in Ukraine, with focus on improved delivery of administrative services to the people.
The Inception Phase was vital for ensuring the quality of the
whole Programme. We selected 26 pilot hromadas and tested
various models of administrative services delivery; we also developed a support package with guidelines on how to establish an
ASC in the most efficient way.
As a result, we established 26 well-functioning ASCs.
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Passport issuing
equipment in
AH in Ukraine

Mobile ASC in
Ukraine

Most energy efficient
ASCs in Ukraine

Joint hromadarayon ASCs
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FIRST MOBILE
CENTRE IN UKRAINE:
ACCESSIBILITY FOR EVERYONE

Results of first year of operation:

2700

2500

services
provided

contracts with
doctors signed

Mobility is an issue in many hromadas across Ukraine. This is
especially true for people with disabilities, elderly persons, and
women who often do not own a car and are expected to take
care of the family.
For many people, the nearest access point to administrative
services is many kilometres away. To address this issue, we
launched the very first mobile ASC in Ukraine, which is equipped
to provide a broad range of administrative services directly in
remote villages and small towns.
The mobile ASC in the pilot Slavuta amalgamated hromada
provides 80 services across the district. It is an office on wheels,
equipped with 2 workstations for ASC administrators and 3 seats
for visitors. The mobile ASC has even expanded its functions to
reach out with the option for residents to register with a doctor.

Resident of the Slavuta amalgamated hromada after visiting the mobile ASC
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FINDING THE BEST MODEL OF AN
ASC FOR EACH HROMADA
Joint hromadarayon ASC of
Krasnopillia AH
provides 120
types of services
to 16000 residents
of 24 settlements

All partner hromadas of the Inception Phase varied in population, size, speed of social and economic
development, etc. We believe that there is no single model of an ASC that could meet the specific
needs of every hromada.
However, one principle was important for us: the ASC should offer services provided by as many
authorities as possible in a one-stop shop. In 7 cases of the Inception Phase, we succeeded
in integrating the provision of the Rayon (district) and hromada administrations’ services in one
joint location.
Another principle: services should be accessible even to those living far from the centre of a hromada.
Therefore, the concept of remote workplaces was tested. Two remote workplaces in Irdyn village, Biloziria AH,
Cherkasy Oblast provide more than 60 services and can compete with many ASCs in terms of
infrastructure and services quality.

Joint ASC in
Polonne
Mobile
ASC in
Slavuta

Joint ASC
in Krasnopillia

Sumy

Khmelnytskyi

Irdyn remote workplace
provides 60 services to
900 inhabitants
at a distance of
25 km to the administrative
center of the AH

Cherkasy

Stationary ASC
Medzhybizh
Joint ASC in
Stara Syniava
Joint ASC in
Chemerivtsi

Bilorizia
ASC
Joint ASC in
Nova Ushytsia
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ROLL-OUT PHASE:
MULTIPLYING
GOOD RESULTS
The Roll-Out Phase aims at multiplying the results
of the Inception Phase in order to modernise or
establish fully operational ASCs in up to 600
hromadas and small cities (2018-2020).
SUPPORT PROVIDED TO EACH SELECTED HROMADA
Physical support: furniture, office equipment, IT,
software, ASC premises design
Institutional support: establishment of the ASC’s
institutional structure, staff training, raising
awareness and citizen participation
Special support includes electronic queue
management system and vehicles for providing
mobile services (mobile ASCs)
SUPPORT PROVIDED AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL
Methodological support to ASC establishment
Experience sharing and study visits
Policy advising and advocacy
Development and implementation of an
information system for ACSs (Vulyk)

Head of Dunaivtsi AH and Deputy Head of the
District State Administration at the signing of the
Declaration of Intent of hromada to participate
in the Programme
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WORKFLOW WITH
EACH HROMADA IN 4 ROUNDS

1

Open Call for Applications. We
publish an open contest online, and any
eligible hromada or city can apply
online at tsnap.ulead.org.ua

2

Selection of partner hromadas. The
Programme’s experts and representatives
from MinRegion and MEDT select participants among the applicants

3

4

Sida selects implementers through
tender procedure based on ToRs
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Implementation of the support. Cooperation between the hromadas and the implementers
starts. The implementation is carried out and the cooperation is regulated by signed agreements
that are based on the ToRs and the Declarations of Intent

Development of Terms of Reference
(ToR). The Programme's experts visit and
interview all selected hromadas. ToRs are
developed for capable hromadas. The hromadas sign unilateral Declarations on Intent

TIMELINE 2018-2019
2018

1.07

1.08

1.09

ROUND 1 announced 1.03

ROUND 2

Announcement
of Selection

2019

1.10

1.11

1.12

ToRs are sent to Sida and hromadas

Deadline for
applications
submission
31.08

Applications
are evaluated
by the
Committee

Participants
selected

1.01

1.02

1.03

1.04

1.05

1.06

Implementer is starting work on creation and modernisation of ASCs in compliance with 112 ToRs

ToRs are sent to Sida and
hromadas till 31.01

Visits to hromadas
and ToRs development

ROUND 3

Announcement
of Selection 15.11.18

Deadline for
applications
submission
31.01.19

Participants
selected

Work on
establishing/
modernisation
of ASC

Visits to hromadas and
ToRs development

ToRs are sent
to Sida and
hromadas till
30.06.19

PLANNING ROUND 4
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FAIR SELECTION
OF HROMADAS

The motivation to participate in the Programme
must come from the hromadas themselves. It is
the only way for a sustainable partnership. We
believe that hromadas and cities should participate in the Programme voluntarily.
We encourage every hromada in Ukraine to apply
to the Programme regardless of whether they are
big or small, prosperous or not, well connected
or geographically isolated.
Fair and transparent selection is our main principle.
The selection is done by the Committee, which
includes representatives from the Secretariat of
the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, the MinRegion
and MEDT. We always publish all decisions and
reasoning online.

Selection Committee of the Round 2 at work
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ROUNDS 1 AND 2: SELECTION PROCESS OVERVIEW

Volyn
12/8

Lviv
6/1

Rivne
8/5

Chernihiv
9/3
Zhytomyr
14/4

Kyiv
11/5

Khmelnytskyi
9/5
Ternopil
10/7
Ivano-Frankivsk
Vinnytsia
21/10
17/9
Zakarpattia
Chernivtsi
5/2
12/5

22

oblasts
participated in
the selection

Cherkasy
11/2

Sumy
10/5

Number of
ToRs

Kharkiv
4/2

Poltava
16/7
Dnipro
15/7

Kirovohrad
9/2

Odesa
11/6

Number of
applications
received

Mykolaiv
13/5
Kherson
8/4

Zaporizhzhia
15/9

Volyn
7/6

Lviv
5/2

Rivne
9/7

Chernihiv
6/5
Zhytomyr
8/3

Kyiv
7/5

Khmelnytskyi
5/0
Ternopil
2/2
Ivano-Frankivsk
Vinnytsia
12/9
4/1
Zakarpattia
Chernivtsi
6/4
7/6

24

oblasts
participated in
the selection

Cherkasy
16/11

Sumy
3/3

Number of
ToRs

Kharkiv
3/1

Poltava
4/1

Luhansk
5/3
Dnipro
13/8

Kirovohrad
4/2

Odesa
1/0

Number of
applications
received

Mykolaiv
5/3
Kherson
6/5

Donetsk
11/7

Zaporizhzhia
8/4

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

246 APPLICATIONS/150 SHORT-LISTED/112 SELECTED

157 APPLICATIONS/118 SHORT-LISTED/98 SELECTED

112 ToRs were developed for sustainable hromadas
59 – ToRs for establishing an ASC
53 – ToRs for modernising an ASC

98 ToRs were developed for sustainable hromadas
60 – ToRs for establishing an ASC
38 – ToRs for modernising an ASC

Special models of ASCs

Special models of ASCs

6 Mobile ASCs
26 Joint ASCs of hromada and Rayon/ District State Administration
5 ASCs based on Inter Municipal Cooperation (IMC)
72 Hromadas with Remote Work Places (RWP)

0 Mobile ASC
17 Joint ASCs of hromada and Rayon/ District State Administration
5 ASCs based on Inter Municipal Cooperation (IMC)
69 Hromadas with Remote Work Places (RWP)

1 830 000 residents will receive access to
high-quality administrative services

1 209 500 residents will receive access to
high-quality administrative services
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INDIVIDUAL APPROACH
TO EVERY
HROMADA
Our experts visit each selected hromada no
matter how far they have to travel. Having
visited 300 hromadas over one year, we can
say with certainty that each of them is unique
and requires an individual solution to establish
or modernise an ASC.
Based on the visits and dialogue with hromadas,
our experts develop unique ToRs for each and
every ASC.
Each ToR describes, step by step, how to
establish an ASC and sets out the responsibilities
and the financial contribution to be borne by
the hromada and the Programme.
The final decisions regarding the choice of
model for an ASC and the hromada’s own
contribution should always be made by the
hromadas themselves.

Regional coordinator and architect working on the ASC`s premises design-plan
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TERMS OF REFERENCE AT A GLANCE.
WHAT WE PROVIDE TO
OUR PARTNERS

SOME STATISTICS FROM
HROMADAS SELECTION
ROUNDS 1 AND 2

Each ToR is a kind of a “road map” on how
to establish or modernise an ASC. It includes:

a list of requirements for the institutional
establishment, including decisions on how
many staff members should work there and
what services to be provided

Total number of
participants in
trainings: 4 930

Number of furniture items:
>20 000

choice of a model for the ASC

a list of the required IT equipment,
furniture, software
recommended plans and design of
ASC premises
division of financial and institutional
responsibilities between hromadas
and the Programme.

Vulyk users:
2 831

Total number of institutional support
in hours: 19 000

Total number
of electronic
queue systems:
36
Total number of
IT equipment items:
>3 000

Mobile ASCs: 6
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TERMS OF REFERENCE AT A GLANCE.
ESTABLISHMENT
OF THE ASC IN TETIIV HROMADA
Model of an ASC: Joint hromada-rayon
ASC with 5 Remote Work Places
Number of workplaces: 20 in the stationary ASC and 5 remote work places
ASC space: 244 sq.m

Number of services: 136

Hromada’s population: 21 900 people
Number of residents who will receive access to high-quality
administrative services: 31 900 (including rayon residents)

Render of the indoor design of the ASC in Tetiiv AH

Tetiiv AH, Kyiv Oblast, was selected
as a participant of the Round 1.
Its ASC will be created in compliance
with the developed Terms of Reference.

Support that
the Programme
provides:
Institutional
Physical

Hromada’s
contribution

Comprehensive renovation of the
premises for the ASC
Support to the institutional establishment
of ASC (128 hours of support)
Training of 53 ASC’s staff
Support to awareness raising and citizen
participation (16 hours of support)
Furniture
Software
IT equipment

Electronic queue
Design of the ASC
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STUDY VISITS:
SHOWING
THAT A GOOD ASC
IS POSSIBLE

Many were sceptical about the capacity of a small
amalgamated hromada to establish and maintain
a well-functioning ASC. They say that hromadas
do not have enough money, qualified personnel
and relevant experience.
When working on this project, we have found
many inspiring examples of well-functioning ASCs
in small and large hromadas across Ukraine.
However, their experience is not shared and
communicated widely.
Imagine what results we could achieve if we
inspire others by showing them real examples of
well-functioning ASCs. That is why we believe that
study visits and experience sharing are so important.

Expert of the Programme during study visit to the ASC in Mykolaivka hromada
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SCOPE AND GEOGRAPHY
OF STUDY VISITS

33
Visits all over
Ukraine
KIPTI
USTYLUH

654

MYKOLAIVKA

IRSHANSK

KRASNOPILYA
HOSTOMEL

DUBNO
SLAVUTA

MEDZHYBIZH

TROSTIANETS
ZOLOTNYKY
STARI BOHORODCHANY

Participants
from

POLONNE

332

BILOZIRIA
NOVA USHYTSIA
VERBKIVKA
SOKOLIVSKE

TIACHIV
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YUZHNOUKRAYINSK
BERESTOVE

KOCHUBEYIVKA
VESELE

BILHOROD-DNISTROVSKYI

Hromadas
in

Oblasts of
Ukraine

30%
Men

70%
Women
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FOSTERING
POLICY WORK FOR
MORE EFFICIENT
SERVICE DELIVERY

Our work, in all its forms, is aimed to ensure that the voice of AHs and ASCs is heard and genuinely
considered at the national level, when decisions are being made regarding the provision of
administrative services in Ukraine.
After immense field work with more than 200 hromadas, discussions and round tables with
most Ukrainian institutions and stakeholders concerned, we concluded that some improvements
in legislation should be made.
We do believe that legislative improvements are possible only through an open discussion involving
as many stakeholders as possible, placing the needs of an ordinary Ukrainian resident in the
centre.

Public discussion on integrating gender approach into the work of ASCs
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MAKING
THE KNOWLEDGE
AVAILABLE FOR
EVERYONE
It is important for us to share our knowledge.
It drives development forward, and can contribute
to some new and perhaps unexpected collaborations. We work broadly to reach people both within
and beyond administrative service provision area.
The establishment of a well-functioning ASC
requires comprehensive knowledge in various
areas. Our team has gained a lot of knowledge,
which we’ve documented and conceptualised into
seven manuals. These manuals answer questions
not only about how to integrate the maximum
amount of services, but also how to make an ASC
more energy-efficient and a place free from all
types of discrimination.
We are eager to preserve, transfer and exchange
best practices for a well-functioning ASC. That
is why we continuously update our manuals and
make them available for everyone.

Employee of the Novoushytsia ASC reading the manual "How to create a well-functioning ASC"
on institutional establishment of administrative services center
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OUR MANUALS
ON ASC ESTABLISHMENT

How to establish an ASC
from scratch
(Institutional part)

Gender guidelines for
establishment of an ASC

Experience of the Programme
in physical establishment of an ASC

OUR MANUALS IN PROGRESS
Manual on awareness raising

Training manual for ASC personnel

Manual on citizen engagement

Environmental guidelines

Available at tsnap.ulead.org.ua
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Hennadii Zubko, Vice Prime
Minister, Minister of Regional
Development, Building,
Housing and Communal Services
of Ukraine, presents the manual
"How to establish an ASC from
scratch"

Taras Tokarsky, Deputy Minister
of Regional Development,
attends the official presentation
of the Gender guidelines for
establishment of an ASC

Panel discussion at the presentation of the manual "Experience
of the Programme in physical
establishment of an ASC"
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EGOV4UKRAINE EMPOWERS ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICE DELIVERY WITH ICT
EGOV4UKRAINE improves public service provision in hromadas and cities by developing and implementing
governmental data exchange system Trembita and information system Vulyk for ASCs.
We believe that IT solutions and supportive ecosystem created by the project will make the governance more
transparent and effective at the national and municipal levels and support the development of public e-services.

Leaders of pilot hromadas and
team of EGOV4UKRAINE visiting
eGA office in Tallinn
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TREMBITA SYSTEM DATA SHOULD RUN,
NOT PEOPLE

Data consumers

Public
servant
view

Trembita is a decentralised data exchange
technology that allows Ukrainian government
agencies and municipalities interact and
exchange data quickly and securely.
Trembita operates as a fundamental infrastructure for provision of public e-services in
ASCs and online.
Each interaction and exchange of data
simplifies the provision of administrative
services: data accuracy increases, and
many activities can be automated, the need
to provide certificates diminishes significantly,
citizens will have to pay 25% fewer visits to
government agencies.
Trembita system is based on the improved
Estonian data exchange platform X-Road
that works as a backbone of the Estonian
digital society.

Data consumers

Local
government
information
system

Data consumers

Information
system of
administrative
service centers

Government
services
portal

Citizen view
Entrepreneur view

Web client

Web client

Web client

Data consumers

Central Server 1

Government
authority
information
system

Central Server n

INTERNET
NETWORK

Web client

Central Monitoring
Help Desk

Secure data
gateway
Web service

Web service

Government
authority
registries/
information
systems

Local
government
registries/
information
systems

Data providers

Data providers

Organogramme of how Trembita works

Web service

Trust Services
Online validation
Timestamping

Other type of
organization
registries/
information
systems
Data providers
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VULYK –
A MODERN INFORMATION SYSTEM
FOR ACSs
Vulyk helps to improve the availability and
quality of services provided in ASCs. It is done
by developing communication and work processes
and increasing the accuracy of data.

OLEVSK

OBUKHIV

UKRAINKA
RZHYSCHIV

CHORTKIV

Vulyk allows speeding up the delivery of services
up to 10 times through reuse of data from national
registers and provision of services directly to
residents.

HUMENTSI
KAMIANETS-PODILSKYI

UZHNE
NOVA KAKHOVKA

Hromadas piloting Vulyk

KAKHOVKA

Vulyk:
Provides necessary functionalities for ASCs via
a cloud solution;
Accelerates requests via the data exchange system
Trembita;
Ensures reliable storage and protection of information and reduces IT costs for hromadas by providing a centralised help-desk and support system;
Enables users to work remotely.
Currently it undergoes piloting phase and will be
launched in up to 400 ASCs across Ukraine by
the end of 2020.
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CREATION OF A
SUPPORTIVE ECOSYSTEM

EGOV4UKRAINE, the State Agency for E-Governance
and the National Civil Service Agency of Ukraine
have audited Ukrainian government information
systems and developed 14 recommendations for
their upgrading and development. The audit lasted
until October 2018 and included 573 IT systems of
66 government organisations and 24 regional
administrations.
The overview of IT systems gave a good basis to
prepare the integration of government databases
with Trembita system. In the future, the survey
will become annual and will include all owners and
managers of government information systems.
The recommendations are available at http://audit.gov.ua

Oleksandr Ryzhenko, Head of the SAEGU, speaking at the U-LEAD Conference on 5 March 2019
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TIMELINE
OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES
Vulyk piloting
May 2018 – April 2019
Development of the secure
data exchange system
Trembita
July 2017 - September 2018

April 2018 – April 2019
Development of the information
system for ASCs Vulyk

Trembita system is
delivered to the State Agency
for e-Governance
September 2018

November 2018
IV Forum for Public Sector
IT Directors of Ukraine
August 2018 – September 2020
Trembita study trainings

Vulyk

Trembita

Vulyk study trainings
November 2018 – July 2020

Development of up to
150 G2G services
November 2018 - July 2020

December 2018
Security Certification of
Trembita central system
November 2018 - April 2019
Connecting 5 authorities
to Trembita

Connecting 55 authorities
to Trembita
May 2019 - September 2020

Development of Trembita
new functionalities
August 2019 – August 2020

November 2019 – July 2020
Development of Vulyk
new functionalities
May 2019 – July 2020
Vulyk implementation
in up to 400 ASCs

networking, communication

RESULTS
Trembita is ready to integrate state databases and registers. It has been developed and delivered to the State Agency for e-Governance of Ukraine and certified
by the State Service of Special Communications and Information Protection of Ukraine
5 state institutions have connected or are connecting their information systems or registers with to Trembita: Ministry of Interior, State Fiscal Service, Ministry of
Finance, State Service of Ukraine on Medicines and Drugs Control and Pension Fund
175 system administrators and service developers were trained on the Trembita system
Raising the ICT awareness among politicians and officials: 3 study tours to Estonia for officials and IT specialists of Ukrainian government, cities and hromadas,
3 Forums for IT Directors, which engaged 680 participants, 3 high-level presentations in the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
10 ASCs have piloted the Information system Vulyk. Training courses were provided for 58 administrators and 31 developers
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OUR VALUES
We integrate our values in everything we do, and
encourage our partners to do the same.
GENDER EQUALITY
We strive to ensure that people of any gender can
receive administrative services in ASC that is free
from discrimination and harassment.
Gender inequality is a reality in newly amalgamated
hromadas. Out of the 112 hromadas participating in the
first round of the Roll-Out Phase, only 16 are headed
by women. At the same time, an absolute majority of
staff in ASCs are women.
NON-DISCRIMINATION AND INCLUSION
U-LEAD with Europe applies a human-centred approach
when establishing ASCs. Our activities are in line with
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal
no. 11: making communities and cities more inclusive,
safe and sustainable for everyone. All our ASCs must
be accessible for people with disabilities and visitors
with children.
СONFLICT SENSITIVITY
Being conflict sensitive to us means understanding
the intersections between development interventions
and conflict. While establishing and modernizing ASCs
we always analyze the local environment in order to
not do harm to existing structures balances.

Visitor of the Novoushytsia ASC using
baby changing table in the restroom of ASC
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OUR
VALUES

ENVIRONMENT AND
CLIMATE CHANGE
We take the environmental challenge seriously
when working with ASCs, and have set targets
for ourselves and our partners to minimize carbon
emissions and the use of energy wherever possible.
The two new ASC buildings constructed during the
Inception Phase were built with eco-friendly
materials and energy-efficient technologies that
comply with EU environmental standards.
ANTI-CORRUPTION
We oppose all form of corruption, strive for
competition on equal terms and promote social
responsibility while working with hromadas on
establishing ASCs. We select our contractors
and consultants through open competitions
and tenders. We dedicate a lot of resources to
work on anti-corruption measures in order to
exclude possibilities for misuse of money and trust.

Newly built energy-efficient ASC in Mykolaivka AH
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PARTNERS
WHO HELPED US
TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS
We express our gratitude to all our partners who joined the implementation of the
Roll-Out Phase during 2018. We would not be able to achieve the results we
achieved without their participation. All contractors were selected through open
competitions and tenders.

INFORMATION SESSIONS

STUDY VISITS

Local Government Development Centres
of U-LEAD with Europe Programme

All-Ukrainian Association of
Administrative Services Centres NGO

Oblast State Administrations
DESIGN / ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS / PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
ANCILLARY SUPPORT
Colo-gistics LLC, Kyiv: logistics services
Drive Force LLC, Kyiv: passenger transportation
services
ТRIS LLC, Kyiv: translation services
Task Force LLC, Kyiv: translation services
ElecTech SE, Kyiv: hardware for ASCs
DEMCH.CO, Kyiv: website support
Inpraxi LLC, Kyiv: legal services
Cybernetica AS and Soft Xpansion Ukraine LLC,
Kyiv: development of the Trembita system
Soft Xpansion Ukraine LLC, Kyiv: development of
the Software for Vulyk

Igor Sirotov Architect Studio, Kyiv
LLC “Architectural Bureau “Zotov & Co”, Kyiv

RECRUITMENT
Lobby X, Kyiv

PHOTO AND VIDEO
Sergiy Khandusenko, Vasyly Koloda, Nikita Zavilinskiy,
Volodymyr Kuznietsov, Kyiv
NEW Black Production, Kyiv
DEMCH.CO, Kyiv
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OUR STRUCTURE

Sida
Overall responsible for: steering, coordination, implementation, communication, visibility, reporting, monitoring

SKL International

EGOV4UKRAINE

Sub-component: Well-Functioning ASCs
Partner: Amalgamated Hromadas, Small Cities

Sub-component: EGOV4UKRAINE, Nov. 2016 –
Oct. 2020 Partner: State Agency for E-Governance
of Ukraine

Inception Phase, Oct. 2016 – April 2018
Models for ASC developed and tested in 26 hromadas.
26 ASCs established
Roll-Out Phase, March 2018 – April 2020
Support establishment of up to 574 ASCs

NIRAS Sweden AB

Responsible for:
1

Methodological support

2

Coordination of communication of the Roll-Out Phase
progress and results

3

Experience sharing between Programme participants

4

Policy advising to MinRegion

5

Selection of participants in 4 Rounds. First announcement - 1.03.2018. A working group with MinRegion and
MEDT is created

6

Terms of Reference development. Up to 150 ToRs on
establishment/modernisiation of the ASCs each round.
4 rounds in total

Responsible for: Development of secure data
exchange solution for governmental institutions
and information system for ASC for provision of
high quality administrative services both in
ASCs and self-service online channels

Sub-component: WellFunctioning ASCs
Partner: amalgamated
hromadas, small cities
Roll-Out Phase, March
2018 – April 2020
Responsible for: Field work
on establishing/ upgrading
ASCs
Institutional establishment
of ASCs
Training of ASC staff
Support to citizen engagement
Procurement of IT-equipment,
software and furniture

1
2

Trembita - IT system that facilitates data
exchange at national and local level
Vulyk - IT system for ASCs to speed up service
provision to citizens

3

Development of a systematic and sustainable
approach to the building, upgrading and development of government IT systems and infrastructure

4

Raising ICT awareness among politicians and
officials

Target Groups
Public administration of Ukraine
AHs and small cities
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TEAM SIDA

Kameran Khudur

Sophie Fyrk

First Secretary of Embassy
of Sweden in Ukraine,
Sida Programme Director
of U-LEAD with Europe

Sida Programme Manager
in Stockholm, Sweden

Sida is a government agency working on behalf of the Swedish
parliament and government, with the mission to reduce poverty
in the world.
Sida is responsible for the implementation of the second objective
of the U-LEAD Programme with a focus on establishing effective
centres of administrative services through delegated cooperation.
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TEAM
SKL INTERNATIONAL
SKL International is a company, owned by the Swedish Association
of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR), which focuses on the
development of well-functioning local and regional administrations
all over the world.

Evgen Astrashenok
Oleksandra Baklanova
Tamara Beresh
Bohdan Bida
Nadia Bilenko
Oleh Bilous
Ihor Brygilevych
Susanna Dellans
Maryna Dzendzel
Olga Glazunova
Yuliya Ivakhnina
Olga Kalinichenko
Natalia Kapusta
Serhii Karman
Iryna Korolchuk
Halyna Kovalchuk
Tetiana Krush
Alla Lezhnenko
Petro Makarenko
Roman Matviychuk
Alexander Mazurkin
Olena Molodtsova
Lyudmyla Murahovska
Mykhailo Nevdakha
Daria Novytska
Anastasiia Parshykova
Maxim Poliakov
Iya Savchenko
Roman Slobodian
Olena Stupakova
Mariia Tyschenko
Viktor Tymoschuk
Vladyslav Tynok
Stanislav Yuschyk
Victoriia Zalozna
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TEAM
EGOV4UKRAINE
The EGOV4UKRAINE project (“Support for E-Governance Decentralization
in Ukraine”) is a U-LEAD supported project implemented by the Estonian
e-Governance Academy (eGA).
Founded in 2002, eGA is non-profit think tank and consultancy organisation.
eGA can expertly empower central and local government decision-makers
to lead digital transformation programmes to create smart, sustainable and
effective e-government, e-democracy and cyber security solutions. To date,
eGA has cooperated with more than 200 organisations and trained more than
5,500 officials in 130 countries.

EGOV4UKRAINE team

Oleg Burba
Anna Gladun
Yurii Kopytin
Mari Pedak
Andrii Piskun
Denys Pryharin
Mykola Samar
Dmytro Savranchuk
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TEAM
NIRAS
NIRAS was selected as an implementing partner
for the Roll-Out Phase through the international
tender procedure.
NIRAS provides technical assistance and project
management for development programmes all
over the world. As one of Scandinavia's leading
consulting organizations, NIRAS specializes in
providing consulting and engineering services in
the areas of construction, industry, agriculture,
energy, environment, recycling, transport.

NIRAS management team

Management Team

Round 1 Team

Natalia Domanska
Yevhenij Honchar
Gregory Fedak
Anna Romanovych
Iryna Skrynnyk
Anastasia Yermoshenko

Tetyana Grechko
Alexandr Kiselev
Tetiana Lebukhorska
Natalia Rudenko
Ivan Shkurat
Natalya Sydorenko
Svyatoslav Zhluktenko
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